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Abstract: Gasification technology is actually one of the most effective ways to produce power and
hydrogen from biomass. Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) have proved to be an excellent energy
conversion device. They can transform the chemical energy content in the syngas, produced by
a gasifier, directly into electrical energy. A steady-state model of a biomass-SOFC was developed
using process simulation software, ASPEN Plus (10, AspenTech, Bedford, MA, USA). The objective
of this work was to implement a biomass-SOFC system capable of predicting performance under
diverse operating conditions. The system is made of a gasification zone, gas cleaning steps, and SOFC.
The SOFC modelling was done without external subroutines, unlike most models in the literature,
using only the existing ASPEN Plus blocks, making the model simpler and more reliable. The analysis
of the syngas composition out of each cleaning step is in accordance with literature data. Then,
a sensitivity analysis was carried out on the main parameters. The results indicate that there must
be a trade-off between voltage, electrical efficiency, and power with respect to current density and
it is preferable to stay at a low steam-to-biomass ratio. The electrical efficiency achieved under the
operating conditions is 57%, a high value, making these systems very attractive.

Keywords: biomass gasification; hot gas cleaning; SOFC; tar modelling; H2S removal; ASPEN Plus

1. Introduction

The extensive use of fossil fuels leads to negative environmental impacts due to greenhouse gas
emissions and the air pollution problem. So, with the aim to satisfy the continual increase of energy
demand, the replacement of the fossil fuels with a renewable and sustainable source is necessary to
produce environmentally friendly energy. Nowadays, biomass represents an ideal energy source;
in fact, it is widely available and has a very good relationship with the environment [1,2]. The global
energy wood supply is estimated to be 0–23 Gm3/year (0–165 EJ/year). The woody biomass could
satisfy 2–18% of the world’s primary energy consumption in 2050 [3]. If primary forests are excluded
from the wood supply, then the potential decreases to 25%. Usually, the energy recovered from
biomass through combustion is at low electrical efficiency, i.e., up to 20% [4]. In order to reach much
higher efficiency, coupling systems of biomass gasification with advanced power generation have been
developed: the gas turbine, internal combustion engine (ICE), and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) are the
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most common types of coupling [5–9]. These combined heat and power (CHP) units on a small scale,
based on gasification, can use an ICE or micro and small gas turbine with electrical efficiencies up to
25% of the biomass lower heating value (LHV) [10]. Biomass gasification coupled with SOFC gives
electrical efficiencies up to 60% [11]. The SOFC has become a very important energy technology, due to
its clean, greener, and efficient operation [12,13]. Fuel cells allow conversion of the energy with high
efficiency; in fact, they convert the chemical energy contained in a fuel gas directly to electrical energy
by electrochemical reactions [14]. Because of this direct energy conversion, their efficiency is higher
than conventional electricity generation technologies [15]. These cells, consisting of two electrodes
separated by an ion-conducting electrolyte, operate at high temperatures between 600 and 1100 ◦C
and, for this characteristic, they can utilize a wide spectrum of fuels [16]. The oxidation energy of
gaseous fuels is used by the SOFC in the anode in the presence of an oxidant in the cathode, usually air,
to produce electricity from hydrogen [17,18]. The most important advantages of the solid oxide fuel
cells are: the ability to consume CO as a fuel, high energy conversion efficiency thanks to the high
rate of reaction kinetics, ability to incorporate bottom cycles to generate additional power from the
high-temperature exhaust stream, no need for noble metal, and the ability to reform hydrocarbons,
which determinates fuel flexibility. The main disadvantage includes the thermal and mechanical stress
of materials being affected by high temperatures [15]. In the last years, many works were carried out
to study the optimal operating conditions, the overall system performance, and the limitations and the
potentials of a variety of SOFC power plants integrated with biomass gasification systems. However,
the current commercial process simulation software packages do not include built-in models for SOFC.
In the literature, the most common SOFC system modelling approach is to integrate process simulators
with a stack model in a programming language, such as Fortran, C++, and so on [18–20]. This way of
working needs a subroutine, which has to include chemical/electrochemical reactions and heat and
mass transfer, making this approach difficult to develop and use. The first one who proposed a method
to avoid the creation of an external subroutine to call in the process simulators was Zhang et al. [21],
who used existing ASPEN Plus unit operation blocks without linking with other software. The model
proposed by Zhang was developed based on literature descriptions of a tubular internal reforming
SOFC technology from Siemens-Westinghouse, and then was validated against experimental data.
For the voltage calculations, Zhang used a semi-empirical correlation developed using a reference
polarization curve. The sensitivity analysis that was carried out shows that the cell net electrical
efficiency reaches a maximum value of 52% when the utilization factor Uf is 85% and any increase of
Uf will increase the CO2 concentration at the anode outlet stream. Doherty et al. [22], based on the
previous work of Zhang et al., simulated a 100 kWe biomass power plant based on Gibbs free energy
minimization and developed an SOFC model using ASPEN Plus blocks. They performed heat and
mass balances and considered ohmic, activation, and concentration losses for the voltage calculation,
estimating a net electrical efficiency of around 33%. The model proposed by Doherty et al. is capable of
predicting system performance under various operating conditions and using diverse fuels. Starting
from a gas composition, Doherty et al. investigated the effects of varying the current density (jcell),
the steam-to-carbon ratio, and the Uf on SOFC stack performance. The results indicate that there must
be a compromise between voltage, efficiency, and power with respect to jcell and the stack should
be operated at a low steam-to-carbon ratio and high Uf. In both Zhang et al. and Doherty et al.,
the simulation of the SOFC on ASPEN Plus, considering a natural gas and syngas input, respectively,
was modelled by the presence of an ejector, a pre-reformer besides an anode, a cathode, a burner,
and heaters. In the present paper, we developed the whole configuration plant of the CHP, considering
a temperature approach gasification model, innovative gas cleaning steps, and the SOFC, based on a
simplification of the model proposed by Zhang and Doherty. The gasifier considered is a fluidized bed,
based on the UNIQUE concept [23,24] and simulated with the quasi-equilibrium approach [25–30],
which allows a more accurate description of the syngas composition. This approach was introduced for
the first time by Gumz [31], then Marcantonio et al. [32], and based on it, implemented and validated
in a biomass-gasification system. the syngas obtained is composed of the standard CO, H2, CO2, CH4,
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and H2O components but also organic (tar) and inorganic contaminants (H2S and NH3) were taken into
account. Before syngas can be used to generate heat and power in combined cycles, these contaminants
must be partially or totally removed. Hot cleaning is recommended because it destroys tars and because
high biomass to electricity efficiencies can be obtained [33]; the gas cleaning and conditioning used in
this paper was implemented in Marcantonio et al. [34]. The cleaned syngas is fed to the SOFC. The aim
of this study was to start from two previous papers: Marcantonio at al. [32], in which a simulation
of biomass gasification by means of ASPEN Plus was simulated and developed, and Marcantonio et
al. [34], in which innovative gas cleaning through catalytic methods was proposed and investigated.
The clean syngas obtained was used in the present paper to evaluate the performance of an SOFC
system using an ASPEN Plus simulation, without an external subroutine.

The biomass considered for this study was agricultural waste, in order to have zero costs for the
feedstock and avoid fuel vs. food biomass competition.

2. Simulation Model

2.1. Assumptions

The following assumptions were considered in modelling the processes shown in Figure 1:

• Process is steady state and isothermal [35];
• Drying and pyrolysis take place instantaneously and volatile products mainly consist of H2, CO,

CO2, CH4, and H2O [25,36];
• Char is 100% carbon [37,38];
• All gases behave ideally;
• Catalyst is defined as conventional solid;
• The tars considered are toluene and benzene;
• The inorganic contaminants assumed are hydrogen sulphide and ammonia; and
• Uniform SOFC operating temperature and pressure.
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2.2. Process Scheme, Plant, and Model Description

The simplified process scheme under investigation is shown in Figure 1 as a block diagram.
The flowsheet developed for the simulation on ASPEN Plus is shown in Figure 2 and all unit operations
are described in Table 1.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 13 
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The simulation under investigation focused on a gasifier producing hazelnut shell-gas that feeds
an SOFC. The stream BIOMASS, represented in Figure 2, is made by hazelnut shells and the mass
flow rate (mbio) is set to 180 kg/h (the plant input size is 1 MWth considering HHV). This stream
feeds the DECOMP block, simulated by a RYield reactor, which simulates the decomposition of the
unconventional feed into its conventional components (according to the biomass ultimate analysis in
Table 2). The product from DECOMP is moved to the RSTOIC block, which simulates the formation of
NH3 and H2S through the following reactions:

1
2

N2 + 1.5 H2 → NH3, (1)

H2 + S→ H2S, (2)

where, fractional conversion for H2S is considered to be equal to 1 and for NH3 equal to 0.5 [37].
Stream S2 out of the RSTOIC block goes into a separator, called SEP, which separates the stream into
three sub-streams: VOLATILE, CHAR, and H2SNH3, which are, respectively, the volatile part, the char
part, and the stream made of ammonia and hydrogen sulphide. Then, the VOLATILE stream is divided
into two sub-streams: VOL, which is mixed with the oxidizing fluid and sent to the gasifier GASIF;
and H2, which is used to simulate tar production in the RStoic block called TARPROD. The CHAR
stream is separated into two sub-streams: S4 to represent the char reacted in the gasifier and S3 to
represent the unreacted char. The tar formation is assumed as toluene and benzene. The amount of
production of tar is fixed at 7 g/Nm3 (Nm3 is considered at the standard temperature of 25 ◦C and
standard pressure of 1 bar) of toluene and 8 g/Nm3 of benzene by a Design specs on the stream of H2
and S3 based on the literature [38]. The streams AIR, OXYG, and STEAM were integrated within the
model for data fit reasons; in fact, the data fit, better explained in Section 2.3, is based on experimental
data, which use steam and/or air and/or oxygen as an oxidizing agent, making the model feasible for
a wide range of case studies with different combinations of gasification agent. Then, the stream S5
represents the gasification agent. In the present case study, only steam is fed. The stream S4 is split into
two sub-streams that represent the amount of char that moves into the combustor COMBUST and into
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the gasifier GASIF. The stream S8 is the stream that represents the real output of the gasifier; in fact,
it is made of the union of GASRAW, NH3H2S, and TAR streams. Before going to the SOFC, syngas S8
needs to be clean; for this reason, the following blocks were added: a RGibbs reactor DOLOMITH,
which simulates dolomite reactions at high temperatures to lower tar; a RStoic reactor CANDLE,
which represents the catalytic filter reaction; and a REquil reactor ZNOZNS, which simulates the
reaction of ZnO with H2S. The syngas cleaned goes into the SOFC system, developed by the use of a
REquil ANODE, which simulates the anode; a separator CATHODE, which simulates the cathode;
a RStoic reactor AFTERBURN, which simulates the combustion of the fuel; and an exchanger EX05.

Table 1. Description of ASPEN Plus flowsheet unit operation presented in Figure 1.

ASPEN Plus Name Block ID Description

RYIELD DECOMP RYield reactor—converts the non-conventional stream “BIOMASS” into
its conventional components

RSTOIC RSTOIC RStoic reactor—replicates ammonia and hydrogen sulphide

CANDLE RStoic reactor—represents the catalyst filter reaction

AFTERBUR RStoic reactor—replicates the 100% combustion of hydrogen and
carbon monoxide

TARPROD RStoic reactor—represents the production of C7H8 and C6H6

COMBUST RStoic reactor—replicates the combustion of char

SEP SEP Separator—divides the biomass in three streams: volatile, char and a
stream of NH3 and H2S

SEPH2 Separator—divides a certain part of hydrogen used to produce tar

CATHODE Separator—replicates the cathode of the SOFC

SEPZNS Separator—separates the ZNS solid fraction

MIXER MIX1 Mixer—mixes oxidising fluid with combustible fluid

MIX2 Mixer—unify the product from gasifier with ammonia and
hydrogen sulphide

MIX3 Mixer—unify the stream S3 and H2

MIX 4 Mixer—unify the product from GASIF with tar

FSPLIT SPLIT Splitter—divides char unreacted (S3) from char to burn (S4)

SPLIT 2 Splitter—divides char to gasifier and to combustor

SPLIT 3 Splitter—splits fuel to afterburner and to combustor

RGIBBS GASIF Gibbs free energy reactor—represents the gasification zone

DOLOMITH Gibbs free energy reactor—simulates the high temperature reaction od
dolomite with NH3, H2S and tar

REQUIL ZNOZNS REquil reactor—simulates the reaction of ZnO with H2S

ANODE REquil reactor—simulates the anode of the SOFC

HeatX EX01 Heatx—heats up the air to combustor

EX02 Heatx—cools the stream out of candle and heats the one out
of ZNOZNS

EX04 Heatx—preheats the incoming air to cathode and cools the stream
from afterburner

EX05 Heatx—preheats the water with residual heat of afterburner

EX06 Heatx—heats the water coming out of the EX05 to steam

Heater EX03 Heater—cools the stream in input to ZNOZNS
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Table 2. Physical and chemical properties of hazelnut shells [39,40].

Bulk density (kg/m3) 319.14
Moisture content (wt%) 7.90

Proximate analysis (%wt, dry basis) Ash = 0.77; Volatile Matter = 62.70; Fixed Carbon = 24.04
Ultimate analysis (%wt, dry basis) C = 49.00; H = 6.03; N = 0.22; O = 42.06; Cl = 0.76; S = 0.67

Heating values (MJ/kgdry) HHV = 20.20; LHV = 18.85

Auxiliary Description

The heat recovery is represented by the coolers used in the model simulation. The first recover is
made by the exchanger EX01, which uses the heat of the flu from the combustor to heat up the air to
the combustor. The exchanger EX06 follows the EX01 using the remaining heat of the flu to vaporize
water and obtain steam to feed the gasifier. The exchanger EX02 heats up the syngas cleaned in the
anode and cools the syngas out of the candle to the ZNOZNS cleaning block. Then, the exchanger
EX03 cools again the syngas to the ZNOZNS block. The exchanger EX04 is part of the SOFC modelling
and it heats up air to the cathode using in counter-current the stream out of the burner AFTERBUR.
The following exchanger EX05 uses the residual heat contained in the stream out of the AFTERBUR to
heat up the stream WAT.

2.3. Gasification Model

The reactions considered in the gasification process are reported in Table 3. Boudouard reaction is
not considered in this simulation since it is slower compared to water–gas reaction and it does not
achieve kinetic equilibrium, causing destabilization in reactor behavior [41].

Table 3. Gasification reactions [42,43].

Reaction Reaction Name Reaction Number

Heterogeneous reaction
C + 1

2 O2 → CO Char partial combustion (3)
C + H2O ↔ CO + H2 Water-gas (4)
Homogeneous reactions

H2 +
1
2 O2 → H2O H2 partial combustion (5)

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2 CO shift (6)
CH4 + H2O → CO + 3H2 Steam-methane reforming (7)

Equations (4)–(7) of Table 3 are the chemical reactions considered in this work for the gasification
process according to [32] and the gasification model was already validated in Marcantonio et al. [32].
The operating conditions of the gasification system are reported in Table 4.

2.4. In-Bed Gas Cleaning

All the in-bed gas cleaning and conditioning technology simulated was already shown in an
author’s previous paper of Marcantonio et al. [34].

2.5. SOFC Model

The SOFC modelling on ASPEN Plus is based on a simplification of the models developed by
Doherty et al. and Zhang et al. [21,22], as shown in Figure 2 and explained in Section 2.2. The equations
involved in the modelling were developed by the authors, as described and previously validated [44].

The operative conditions of the plant are reported in Table 4.
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Table 4. The operating conditions of the system.

Thermal Power Input of the
Gasifier (mbio·HHVbio) 1 MWth

Temperatures Ambient (biomass, combustion air and water for
steam production) 20 ◦C

Gasifier/gasification zone—product gas 800 ◦C
Gasifier—steam in 400 ◦C
Gasifier/combustion zone—exhaust gas 800 ◦C
Gasifier/combustion zone—combustion air in 400 ◦C
Sorbent reactor for sulphur removal 400 ◦C
SOFC anode 910 ◦C
Afterburner/combustion zone - exhaust gas 910 ◦C

S/B ratio 0.5
System operating pressure 1 bar

3. Results and Discussion

The composition of the syngas out of the gasifier, the sorbent reactor, the candle filter, and the
sulphur removal reactor is shown in Table 5. The validation of the gasification model was carried out
in a previous authors’ work [43].

Table 5. Composition of the syngas.

Component Out of the Gasifier
(Stream S8)

Out of the Sorbent
Reactor DOLOMITH

(Stream S10)

Out of the Candle
Filter CANLDE

(Stream S12)

Out of the
Sulphur Removal

ZNOZNS

H2 (%wet mole fraction) 32.1 32.3 41.8 41.8
CO (%wet mole fraction) 14.8 14.9 18.3 18.3
CO2 (%wet mole fraction) 13.8 13.9 12.7 12.7
H2O (%wet mole fraction) 29.5 30.0 22.3 22.3
CH4 (%wet mole fraction) 4.2 4.3 0.4 0.4

NH3 (ppm) 1719.0 86.4 78.9 75.0
H2S (ppm) 2287.0 345.0 315.0 0.8

C7H8 (g/Nm3) 13.1 2.6 0.02 0.02
C6H6 (g/Nm3) 12.0 5.3 0.03 0.03

As shown in Table 5, the steps of the gas cleaning proposed in the simulation are valid and allow
clean syngas under the contaminants’ limits for SOFC to be obtained.

The cold gas efficiency ηCG of the system is evaluated as:

ηCG =
LHVsyngas × msyngas

LHVbiomass × mbiomass
, (3)

and it is equal to 0.79.
The thermal energy balance reveals that the power heat needed by the combustor is 367 kW, so a

Design Specs was built in order to split the stream S25 and provide the required power heat to the
COMBUST by means of the stream S26.

3.1. Effect of Steam to Biomass (S/B) Ratio

Figure 3 represents the effect of the S/B ratio on the syngas composition (reported in the y-axis as
wet mole fraction) out of the gasifier at a gasification temperature of 800 ◦C for the hazelnut shells.
It can be noticed that the concentrations of H2 and CO2 rise to a peak with the increase of the S/B ratio
while the concentrations of CO and CH4 drop with the S/B ratio. The increase of the steam enhances
the reaction (4) and (7) of Table 3, which results in an increase of the H2 and CO2 concentrations to a
peak followed by a decrease; however, the CO concentration lowers with an increasing S/B ratio by the
reaction (6), which reduces the CO reacting with steam and increases the H2 and CO2 concentrations
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until a peak. Then, after an S/B ratio of 0.4 and 0.7, the CO2 and H2 concentrations decrease respectively.
The literature shows similar trends [45,46].Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 13 
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Figure 3. Effect of the S/B ratio on syngas composition.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the S/B ratio on the electrical efficiency of the SOFC and Figure 5
shows the effect of the S/B ratio on the current density (A/m2) Jcell. An increasing steam to biomass
ratio increases the electrical efficiency until a peak, then it negatively affects the efficiency. Moreover,
an increasing steam to biomass ratio increases the current density, thanks to the modification of the
anode temperature and gaseous component partial pressure, which reduces the Nerst voltage and
increases the voltage losses. For this reason, is preferable to operate at a low S/B ratio. The cell voltage
is calculated using the Nerst equation. icell is the Current (A), which is calcolated by icell = 4·F·nO2,required .

jcell is the current density (A/m2) jcell =
icell
Acell

. Power density is given by the multiplication of V and jcell.
The cell electrical efficiency is then calculated according to:

ηel =
Current (A)·V (V)

nsyngas(mol/s)·LHVsyngas (J/mol)
. (4)

where nsyngas
(

mol
s

)
and LHVsyngas

(
J

mol

)
are the input flow rate and the LHV of the syngas feeding

the SOFC.
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Figure 4. Effect of the S/B ratio on electrical efficiency.
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Figure 5. Effect of the S/B ratio on current density.

At the S/B ratio used for the simulation (S/B = 0.5), the electrical efficiency achieved with the SOFC
is 63%.

3.2. Effect of Current Density

Figures 6–8 show the effects of varying the current density jcell on the system. Increasing jcell
decreases the voltage and electrical efficiency but increases power until a peak, then power decreases.
The descending trend of the cell voltage shown in Figure 6 is due to higher voltage losses (ohmic,
activation, and concentration). The reduction of the electrical efficiency with the current density is
shown in Figure 8. The trends obtained from the sensitivity analysis are in good agreement with
literature ones [21,22].
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Figure 6. Effect of current density on cell voltage.
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Figure 7. Effect of current density on power density.
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Figure 8. Effect of current density on electrical efficiency.

A typical operating current density range is 1800–2000 A/m2 [47], corresponding to a cell voltage
of 1.1 V a power of 850 W/m2 and an electrical efficiency of 57%.

3.3. Influence of CO Concentration and Air Flow Rate on SOFC Power Production

A sensitivity analysis on the SOFC power production, varying the inlet air and the mole fraction
of CO inlet to the ANODE block, was carried out. As shown in Figure 9, increasing the concentration
of CO allows an increase of the SOFC power (Q-net SOFC, in the y-axis) produced. In fact, more CO
favors the water–gas shift reaction, which is an exothermic one. This means that the cell requires less
heat duty and can give more.
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Figure 9. Influence of CO concentration on SOFC power production.

In Figure 10, the trend of SOFC power production with respect to the mass flow of air to the
cathode is reported. The increase in air mass flow corresponds to an increase in power production.
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Figure 10. Influence of the air flow rate to the cathode on SOFC power production.
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Considering the concentration of CO equals 20% and the flow rate of 90 kg/h for the air into the
cathode, the SOFC power production is around 25 kW.

4. Conclusions

The present paper showed a whole plant composed by a gasification part, a gas cleaning unit,
and SOFC system. This is one of the few works available in the literature that includes all the parts.
This simulation was developed using ASPEN Plus. The system is capable of predicting performances
under different operating conditions. The composition of the gas produced by the gasifier was
evaluated by varying the S/B ratio and it was noticed that hydrogen increase with the increasing of
S/B ratio. The catalytic filter allows greater production of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, thanks to
high-temperature tar reforming.

The SOFC model was developed utilizing exiting ASPEN Plus functions and unit operation
blocks without using external subroutines, and this allowed a reduction of the complexity and ensured
short computational times. A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to evaluate the influence of
the current density and steam-to-biomass ratio on the system. The investigation revealed that it is
preferable to work at a low S/B ratio in order to inhibit CO2 formation in the exhausted gas and to
have higher electrical efficiency. Then, there must be a trade-off between voltage, power, and electrical
efficiency with respect to the current density. Considering a value of jcell between 1800 and 2000 A/m2,
the values obtained for voltage, power, and electrical efficiency are respectively 1.1 V, 850 W/m2,
and 57%. Finally, we showed that increasing the concentration of CO and air inlet to the SOFC increases
the SOFC power production.
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